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Abstract 

 
Yaoi is a popular, sexually explicit genre of Japanese anime and manga that depicts male homoerotic romance. 

Curiously, this genre is drawn for women, by women, and appeals to a female audience in both Japan and America, 

where these stories are readily available in major chain booksellers and online. As a genre yaoi is formulaic, 

however, it is the plot formulas of “rape as love” and the tendency to make the bottom partner more feminine and 

childlike that are most intriguing and foreign. Because these stories are readily available, even casual fans of anime 

and manga have become exposed to these plot elements which are seemingly normative to the Japanese, but non-

normative in the West. The presence and popularity of yaoi raises a number of questions. Are rape and child 

pornography acceptable to the Japanese? If so, what roles do rape and child pornography play in contemporary 

Japan? Does Japanese culture promote sexual deviance in visual media in an effort to stave off real-life sexual 

deviance? Why are yaoi stories targeted at and find such a large audience with female readers? Is yaoi a realistic 

depiction of homosexual relationships? How does yaoi reflect Japanese attitudes towards homosexuality? How do 

American anime and manga audiences perceive yaoi, rape, and child porn within stories? What ramifications are 

there for acceptance of non-real child pornography versus real child pornography and what does this mean legally? 

My study seeks to answer these questions. By examining select representative yaoi, specifically yaoi anime derived 

from manga with English translations, I will proved an analysis of the elements of rape and child pornography in 

this medium of Japanese visual culture. In addition to studying these primary sources, I will also consult the existing 

body of critical analysis of this genre as well as Japanese and American cultural studies relevant to the topic. From 

this research, I argue that yaoi’s prevalence of rape and child pornography is firmly rooted in the genre’s reflection 

of female readers’ desires, rigid gender roles and stereotypes, and a sense of escapism found in sexually explicit 

anime and manga in Japanese culture. 
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1. Introduction 

 
Yaoi is a pornographic genre of anime and manga (Japanese animation and comics) that depicts homoerotic and 

homoromantic relationships between two males, but is written for women by women. Often described as an 

acronym, yaoi has been translated as “yama nashi, ochi nashi, imi nashi” (no climax, no point, no meaning), i.e. 

there is no plot other than romance and sex.
1
 The genre is defined not only by this lack of plot, but by these essential 

plot tropes:  

 

1. Bishounen, good-looking, youthful males seemingly or actually underage 

2. Rigid gender roles and depictions found in the seme (top) and uke (bottom) sexual positions 

3. Rape or some form of dubiously-consensual sex 

4. Lack of identification and labeling with a gay identity 
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However, with the rapid change in a now global Internet fan culture and changes in Japanese attitudes towards 

homosexuality, the genre of yaoi has evolved. Indeed, all of these plot tropes are in flux and have been subject to 

drastic changes, but the genre traditions of bishounen and rape remain.  

   Anime and manga are now prevalent in Western visual culture and have particularly become popular with 

teenagers, yet the genre presents foreign and non-normative sex practices to Western readers. Although rape is 

globally viewed as a crime, depictions of underage youth are deemed child pornography, and as a whole, homoerotic 

comics have been scarce on bookshelves, yaoi is readily available in most American bookstores, and can be found 

online, both legally and illegally. This paper seeks to analyze the prevalence of Western perceived non-normative 

sex practices and crimes of rape and child pornography as found in yaoi while also examining the legality of these 

practices and the impact they may have on sex crimes and readership. 

    

 

2. Existing Research 
 

Yaoi has already been examined critically by both Western and Eastern scholars who have focused on the paradox of 

yaoi’s homoeroticism as contrasted to its distinction as a genre for women by women. Current scholarship has noted 

that yaoi is a vehicle for female sexual exploration and that most yaoi is characterized by fantasy and does not 

accurately represent a homosexual identity or experience.
2
 However, because yaoi is a genre for women, the lack of 

reality in dealing with the homoerotic and gay themes is excusable and intentional.
3
 Women in Japan find 

empowerment and arousal in writing and reading sexual stories of two men.
4
 Women have fought back against the 

status quo by subverting tradition in the removal of women from sex and find pleasure in being the voyeur of 

homoerotic sex.
5 
Where research has delved more deeply, the seme/uke (top/bottom sexual role) dynamic has been 

revealed to replace traditional male/female sex with male/male sex, but still rigidly enforces gender roles despite 

offering female viewers a glimpse of a more equal relationship.
6
  Through this dynamic, the female viewer identifies 

with and transplants herself as the submissive uke and can still experience pleasure because homosexuality is trivial 

in traditional yaoi, whereas when reading gay manga, the female cannot become a sexual partner because of the 

character’s gay identity. Yaoi encourages safe sexual exploration through explicit, fantasy sex scenes and can choose 

to identify with either the female uke or the male seme.
7
 The genre has allowed women to discover sexual freedom, 

an affirmative female identity, and in some cases, a lesbian identity.
8
 While there has been some consideration to the 

prevalence of rape in yaoi and to the legal phenomenon of yaoi as child pornography, little has been done to analyze 

why these plot tropes may exist and their purpose in the genre. For the purposes of this paper, the existing body of 

research on yaoi was consulted, as well as available, notable yaoi anime (and the original manga they are based 

upon) in order to examine how rape and child pornography function within the story. 

 

 

3. The Prevalence of Rape in Yaoi 
 

The notion that rape is central to yaoi dates back to one of the genre’s formative manga, Kaze To Ki No Uta, which 

includes many explicit rape scenes despite being published in the sexual censorship culture of the 1970s.
8
 

Furthermore, another translation of the acronym yaoi is Yamete, oshiri ga itai! ("Stop, my butt hurts!"), making fun 

of the rampant use of rape and the phrase “yamete” (stop).
9
 The verb “semeru” from which seme is derived 

translates as “to attack” while “ukeru” from which uke is derived means “to receive.”
10
 It is then built into the 

seme/uke dynamic that the seme attacks, perhaps violently or sexually, the uke, who receives the attack. Rape in yaoi 

is an essential plot trope that serves as a device in which feelings of love are expressed or discovered and is a 

catalyst for the seme and uke to enter a relationship. 

   The most common usage of rape may be seen as “rape as an expression of love” in which the seme rapes (or 

otherwise sexually advances through dubious consent) the uke.
11
 In yaoi, the phenomenon of rape as an expression 

of love may be explained by the lack of acceptance of a homosexual identity by the seme or uke. Because the seme 

does not (or cannot due to societal standards and pressures) label as “gay,” he is conflicted and does not know how 

to express his romantic feelings for another man. Unlike rapes that occur in reality, rape in yaoi is not driven by non-

sexual frustrations.
12
 Instead, rape is the means, however violent and non-normative, by which the masculine seme 

expresses his love and ignites romance in his feminine uke. Rape as a plot device may be seen in several anime and 

manga, ranging from dubious consent, vague depictions, to the explicitly violent and frank.  

   In The Tyrant Falls in Love, homophobic university scientist Souichi is paired with his gay lab assistant 

Morinaga.
13
 Souichi rejects Morinaga’s feelings and sexual identity. Unknowingly and accidentally, Souichi drinks 
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an aphrodisiac and becomes aroused. Morinaga chooses to act on his senpai’s arousal because he feels this is his one 

chance to physically express his emotions. Souichi never fully consents, yet the sex is not depicted as entirely non-

consensual, leaving the scene labeled as “dubious consent.” While the first encounter is decidedly more non-

consensual (Souichi does express a wish to stop), the pair have sex again with Souichi dubiously consenting to the 

sex. Despite the second coupling being presented as more consensual, Souichi brushes off Morinaga when he 

wonders about the status of their relationship. Here, rape is presented in a softer way, allowing viewers to overlook 

the clear lack of consent because they want Morinaga to finally be able to have sex with the person he loves. 

Morinaga does not rape his lover because he wants power or control, but because he wants love. 

   Okane Ga Nai depicts its first sex scene decidedly more non-consensually.
14
 Businessman Kanou purchases 

university student Ayase at a debt auction. Kanou becomes enraged when Ayase does not remember him from a 

previous encounter and because of the affinity Ayase still feels towards his cousin, who sold him. He rapes Ayase 

out of frustration. Kanou immediately regrets raping Ayase and offers him freedom, but at the price of his body. 

Throughout the first volume, Kanou repeats that he started their relationship off on the wrong foot by raping Ayase 

and turning him into a sex slave, vowing to love him more gently so as to win Ayase’s affection. Kanou does rape 

Ayase as a display of control and ownership, but these feelings mask the underlying love he is unable to express and 

the hurt he feels that Ayase, whom he loves, does not remember him. Ayase repeatedly calls for Kanou to stop, but 

the rape scene and other sex scenes are brief and are not visually explicit.  

   One of the most violent depictions of rape occurs in Maiden Rose, a war-romance yaoi.
15
 Foreign soldier Klaus is 

the knight for his commanding officer and prince, Taki, a feudal lord in a fictional, Japanese-like society. The pair 

have had a consensual, sexual relationship in the past, but Klaus invites himself into Taki’s room after battles and 

rapes him. After one battle in which Klaus is injured, Taki masks his feelings of concern and relief at his knight’s 

survival, in turn addressing him coldly and otherwise ignoring him. In response, Klaus violently rapes and 

humiliates Taki. The prince repeatedly cries out for Klaus to stop but eventually resigns himself to the situation, 

stating, “No matter how much you belittle me, I’ll never be your bitch.”
16
 Author Fusanosuke graphically depicts the 

rape, not editing out blood and details about the physical and emotional toll of the rape, making Maiden Rose 

infamous. The frequent rape scenes are contrasted to flashbacks of the pair’s consensual and loving past. Klaus, like 

Kanou, experiences immediate regret for raping his beloved; his regret (but residual, underlying anger towards 

Taki’s reticence) is compounded as he reflects on their loving past and learns that as a prince, Taki must remain a 

virgin.  

   Despite each of the ukes in these stories being raped, each does not distance himself from the seme. After the rape, 

these semes express regret for taking what Kanou calls the “harder route to love.”
17
 Paradoxically inspired by the 

forceful declarations of love by the seme, the ukes in turn display affection and even offer confessions of love to 

their semes. This seems contrary and disturbing to Western viewers that victims of rape go so suddenly from 

wanting the seme to stop to saying “I love you.” The victim’s sudden change in heart is sometimes played up by the 

seme, who, during the rape accuses the uke of actually enjoying being raped. Yaoi depicts rape as erotic and 

satisfying, where “no” means “yes”; the uke obtains an erection and orgasms because he is being violently 

pleasured. The idea that the victim secretly likes being raped is found in other Japanese media and “often focus on 

someone losing control and giving in to corporeal lust when being manhandled by someone in one way or other.”
18 
 

Taken to the extreme, the seme excuses the rape by placing the blame on the victimized uke, who is blamed for 

tempting the seme or for being “insensitive” towards his feelings.
19
 Souichi may continue to reject Morinaga’s 

lifestyle and affection, but he has already semi-consented to having sex again, foreshadowing further encounters. 

Ayase is touched by Kanou’s kindness and begins to bond with him despite having been raped and forced into sex 

slavery in order to obtain freedom. Klaus violently rapes Taki multiple times, but Taki still displays affection 

towards his knight and saves his life. 

   Rape, used as an essential plot device, serves the purpose of bringing the two characters together in a romantic 

relationship. Rape functions as the catalyst for romance, speeding up the process of falling in love while providing 

explicit sexual scenes to arouse and pleasure the viewer. Because sex is the plot in yaoi, unnecessarily long 

relationship developments are eliminated. However vulgar rape may seem, it efficiently creates sex and romance in 

yaoi. Once the two characters are together and the feelings are mutual, there ceases to be a plot-based need for “rape 

as an expression of love” between the seme and uke and the sex thereafter is entirely consensual. 

   When the seme rapes the uke, it is because the seme has already discovered his own feelings while the uke is said 

to be reluctant or has not discovered his feelings of love. However, sometimes it is the uke who is the first to admit 

his feelings or be the pursuer of a reluctant seme. Often when the seme is reluctant, an antagonist will appear and 

rape the uke in a solitary or gang rape situation. This type of rape immediately spurns a combination of jealousy and 

compassion in the seme, who then realizes his feelings of love towards the uke.  
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   The boys’ love series Gravitation makes use of this type of rape plot to cause deeper feelings of love in seme Yuki 

when uke Shuichi is raped and photographed by a group of teenagers.
20
 Prior to the rape Shuichi pursued Yuki’s 

affections, but Yuki remained stoic and continued to have sex with women even after relenting and sleeping with 

Shuichi. However, after the rape Yuki goes after the attackers and cares for Shuichi in his recovery. The two become 

a couple and live together. In this type scenario, the rape is used not only to bring the characters together, but to 

cause angst, drama, and to enhance the already present feelings between the couple. This type of rape occurs in 

boys’ love stories (softer, less sexual mal-male romances that are the genre from which yaoi originated) where there 

generally is more of a plot beyond romance and sex.
21
 Because there is a larger plot, a more indirect route can be 

taken to bring the characters together. Boys’ love does not contain the sense of urgency found in yaoi and takes time 

to develop characters, romance, and sub-plots. To generate more of a plot and continue the sexual tension rape 

brings to yaoi, the genre will sometimes make use of stranger/gang rape on the uke. Not only does this type of rape 

elongate the story and gives the reader more sex scenes, it also creates potential angst and drama between the seme 

and now defiled uke. 

 

 

4. The Prevalence of Child Pornography in Yaoi 
 

Yaoi contains teenagers and young boys under the age of consent in sexual acts and is thus legally labeled child 

pornography.
22
 Men in yaoi are portrayed as “bishounen” characters, or “beautiful boys,” with more effeminate 

features than the men in action comics for boys or gay comics.
23
 The bishounen yaoi tradition evolved out of 

bishounen characters in shojo girls comics in the 1970s.
24
 As shojo began to explore male-male romance and as 

doujinshi (fan comics) explored two attractive men having sex, yaoi evolved.
25
 Much like rape, bishounen and 

youthful boys are essential plot and style points that go back to yaoi’s founding.  

   Bishounen characters do not serve a particular plot function like rape, however, they are essential to the genre’s 

function as a vehicle for female sexual exploration. These bishounen characters serve as “eye candy” for the female 

viewer, giving her a voyeuristic pleasure at seeing even chaste actions like handholding or kissing between two 

pretty boys. Yaoi’s readership is characteristically youthful (teens and mid-20s), therefore, these beautiful youth are 

a reflection of the readers own age, thus allowing for increased empathy, and are seen to be more attainable than 

older men would be. Almost every male character in yaoi is attractive and youthful to the point that they look 

several years younger—even underage—despite actually being of age. Ukes are even more likely to be “aged down” 

to look youthful, thus more easily allowing the young female reader to replace the uke with herself and virtually 

explore sex with the seme. As the uke explores sex, the female reader vicariously explores sex. 

   When ukes are 12 years old or younger, the genre is referred to as shota.
26
 The genre of shota, sometimes called 

shotacon, parallels lolicon, a genre with girls under the age of 12.
27
 Shota is found in yaoi, but exists also as a 

standalone genre; it appeals and is targeted at both men and women, differently. Shota is not as common in yaoi as 

rape, but represents an extreme aging down and feminization of the uke. The child uke is used to titillate the viewer 

in the same way as a teenage uke, but alternately may invoke maternal instincts in female readers who wish to 

protect the child. Incidentally, depictions of child ukes in yaoi may occur within rape situations, but also in semi-

consensual situations.  

  University student Soubi offers elementary student Ritsuka an escape from his abusive family life in the boys love 

Loveless.
28
 Soubi becomes Ritsuka’s fighting partner, revealing that he was Ritsuka’s dead brother’s partner as well. 

Loveless is famous for cat ears and tails, which symbolize virginity; Ritsuka retains his ears, but Soubi’s are gone. 

Stolen kisses are the most extreme physical acts of love shown in the story. Despite making the romantic advances 

on Ritsuka, Soubi abstains from sexual relations with his young partner. This cat boy, boys’ love manga is a popular, 

mainstream manga even though the uke is underage. Fans may easily overlook the pedophiliac nature of Loveless 

because the story focuses on fantasy action and romance, with no sex between Soubi and Ritsuka. Soubi serves as an 

unlikely savior for the abused Ritsuka, offering him answers and a link to his dead brother. Through this link, the 

pair bond and readers feel themselves rooting for their relationship, the age difference notwithstanding.  

   The original video animation series Boku no Pico chronicles the sexual escapades of young boy Pico.
29
 In the first 

episode, Pico becomes involved with student Mokkun, who mistakes Pico for a girl but continues the relationship 

even after finding out he is a boy. Mokkun takes Pico’s virginity and teaches him about sex. The next episode shows 

Pico teaching his peer Chico about sex
30
 while the final episode involves a threesome between Pico, Chico, and the 

cross dressing boy Coco.
31
 Boku no Pico frequently uses crossdressing to form a connection with the female viewer. 

Erotic clothing and nude poses show off the lithe, feminine, youthful forms of the young male characters while 

titillating the viewers. Boku no Pico is infamous for being such an explicit depiction of sex involving children. 
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   In Boku no Pico, there is no clear consent because Pico is underage. However, Pico complies with Mokkun and 

initiates sex with Chico and Coco. Contrastingly, Shounen Maid Kuro-kun (also infamous for explicit child sex) has 

a very obvious lack of consent.
32
 Kuro-kun has been sold into slavery as a maid to pay off his father’s debts, 

however the Master of the house uses Kuro-kun for more than just cleaning. Kuro-kun is repeatedly spied on while 

bathing, made to wear skimpy maid outfits, and forced into sex. At one point while being raped, Kuro-kun is offered 

freedom, but like in other yaoi rape scenarios, he chooses to stay out of love for his Master and pleasure at being 

raped. Kuro-kun is portrayed as a cute schoolboy who has fallen into hard times because of his father; readers 

sympathize with his circumstances. Most of the scenes are humorous. While being spied on in the bath, Kuro-kun 

gets angry in an characteristic outburst found in anime. He complies with his Master’s ridiculous and questionable 

demands. Neither Kuro-kun nor viewers question the motives, but rather, laugh as Kuro-kun falls for all the sexual 

traps and is explicitly deflowered.  

   Yaoi in general capitalizes on first-time sexual experiences, but the virginal experience is more clearly present in 

stories containing shota. The deflowering experience connects with readers who may experience a mental 

deflowering while reading yaoi. For many female readers, sex scenes in manga are some of the first sexual 

experiences and visualizations of sex they experience. Through scenes of explicit sex, yaoi allows readers to safely 

explore the male body and penetrative sex. Feminine, hyper-youthful characters more easily allow the reader to take 

on the submissive uke role in reading. Teenage ukes contain more masculine features than their child counterparts, 

making it more difficult for reader substitution in the story.  

   While there are infamous examples of true child sexual experiences and rape in yaoi, these non-normative sex 

practices change when the legal status of rape and child pornography in Japan is taken into account. 

 

 

5. The Legality of Rape and Child Pornography in Japan 
 

Legally, the non-normative sexual phenomena of rape and child pornography further complicate the paradoxes of 

yaoi. In Japan, rape is defined as “penetration, regardless of how slight, of a female’s genitals with a penis.”
33 

Japanese law code does not consider forced sex against men to be rape, but defines it as “attempted sexual 

assault.”
34
 Given this information, the non-consensual sex depicted in yaoi, by Japanese legal standards, is not rape. 

The sexual assault seen in yaoi serves a distinctive plot function, is not technically considered “rape” in legal 

language, and is a method of expressing love, not power. Despite assault scenes being portrayed highly realistically, 

the uke’s eager acceptance of a renewed romantic relationship with the seme who “truly loves his passive uke 

partner,” and general gentleness found in yaoi further removes the assault depicted from reality.
35 
 

   Shota/child pornography in Japan is legally just as confusing and paradoxical. In Japan it is legal to own both real 

child pornography and virtual child pornography.
36
 It is not legal to produce or sell real child pornography, however 

real child pornography was not criminalized in Japan until 1999 after pressure from the international community.
37
 

The age of consent in Japan is 13, legalizing some of what other nations consider to be child pornography.
38
 Virtual 

child pornography is legal in the U.S. but other developed nations such as Australia ban all forms of child 

pornography.
39
 Given that most of the ukes in yaoi are under 18, yaoi is technically illegal in several countries like 

Australia.
40
 Despite real child pornography being illegal in Japan, it is still a hub for the export of real child 

pornography, leading some global advocates to call for stricter child pornography laws in Japan.
41
  

 

 

6. The Impact of Rape and Child Pornography on Sex Crimes and Readership 
 

From the 1970s-1990s sexually explicit materials (SEM) became more readily available and were decreasingly 

punished under Japan’s obscenity laws.
42 
Concurrently, the amount of sex crimes committed in Japan over that 

period decreased.
43
 Results showed that both the amount of rapes overall decreased and the amount of rapes on girls 

under the age of 13 decreased.
44
 Moreover, “Japan has the lowest number of reported rape cases and the highest 

percentage of arrests and convictions in reported cases of any developed nation.”
45 
Japanese SEM “caters to every 

taste and fetish and is typically much more aggressive and violent than that seen in the United States.”
46
 Knowing 

that Japanese pornography is characteristically more violent and that rape and child porn are especially prevalent in 

sexually explicit anime and manga regardless of the target audience’s gender, one wonders about the culture that 

gives rise to this type of pornography. Is the staggering amount of assault in yaoi and the concurrent declining trends 

in sex crimes indicative of a larger, Japanese sexual psyche or just an exaggerated rape or child sex fantasy? 
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   Because of the concurrent increase in SEM and decrease in sex crimes, it is argued, “pornography not only can, 

but does, help to prevent criminal sex problems.”
47
 Japan is one of the largest producers of real child pornography, 

leading some activists to cite the country’s overall lax attitude towards child pornography as the main problem in 

this global issue.
48
 These activists imply that virtual child pornography is just as harmful as real child pornography.

49
 

However, both Japan and the United States allow virtual child pornography while Australia does not.
50
 There has yet 

to be any research as to whether the legality or illegality of virtual child pornography plays into the availability of 

child pornography in these particular countries.  

   It is important to note that males commit the majority of sex crimes in Japan.
51
 The readership of yaoi in Japan is 

overwhelmingly female.
52
 The case cannot be made that in satisfying the sexual needs of women, yaoi alone has 

curbed sex crime rates. As of yet there is no research examining whether prior to reading yaoi, women experienced 

any urges to engage in the production of real child pornography or to rape.  

   However, each time women are asked why they are attracted to yaoi—despite the genre being characterized by 

rape and youthful boys—they respond with “fantasy.”
53 
Conversations with Japanese yaoi manga-ka,

54
 Korean yaoi 

fans,
55
 and Western (English language and Italian language) fans

56
 reveal that readers can and do distinguish 

between fantasy and reality. This distinction is made not only that yaoi is not an accurate representation of 

homosexual identity and experience, but that the homoeroticism depicted is not realistic, but fantasy.
57
 Fans argue 

that the whole construction of two pretty boys having sex is an indulgent fantasy and that the acts depicted—or fans 

enjoyment of the acts depicted—is not an accurate indicator of individual preference or beliefs.
58
 Perhaps the best 

example of this contrast between reading sexual preference and actual sexual preference would be lesbian fans of 

yaoi. 
59
 

   When asked in a multiple choice English-language poll (Figure 1) on a global yaoi Internet forum, “How do you 

feel about rape and shota in yaoi?” 33.33% voted “I like rape and shota in yaoi” but other responses clarified and 

diversified the positions.
60 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Forum members’ responses to rape and shota in yaoi from 15 pre-determined options as of 06/27/11. 
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Most fans (44.3%) stated they liked “teenage boys, but not kids in yaoi,” with the similar response “Shota in yaoi 

makes me feel uncomfortable” garnering 29.77% of votes.
61
 Individual typed responses showed that fans could 

recognize the difference between the non-normative sex practices of rape and child pornography as crimes in reality 

and the fantasy, genre-driven rape and child pornography in yaoi.
62
 Yaoi may serve to satiate the erotic desires of 

women, and while some respondents admitted to being aroused by rape (24.60%) and shota (12.94%) in yaoi, the 

genre itself is only a part of the larger Japanese pornographic preoccupation with rape and child porn and has 

probably had limited single impact on the decrease in sex crimes.
63
 

 

 

7. Conclusion 
 

Fans of yaoi seem to recognize differences in fantasy in reality with regards to rape and child pornography and can 

identify both of these non-normative sex practices as parts of the genre’s tradition that serve particular functions in 

plot and reader experience. Rape and child pornography are viewed and criminalized differently than in the West, 

affecting depictions of these practices in yaoi and other Japanese visual media. Further, the many paradoxes in yaoi 

warp and minimize the impact of rape and child pornography on female readers. The prevalence of rape and child 

pornography in Japanese pornography may be a contributing factor to the decrease in rape and other sex crimes in 

Japan. More research is needed to truly understand why there is such a prevalence of rape and child pornography in 

Japanese erotic media and to what extent erotic anime and manga have decreased the sex crime rate or otherwise 

curbed a propensity to commit said sex crimes. The larger impact of harmless viewings of virtual pornography 

containing rape or children also needs examination, with particular interest paid to female readership of yaoi and the 

impact of rape and child porn in their viewing experience, moral and sexual development. The overwhelming 

prevalence of rape and child pornography in yaoi is non-normative to Western audiences unfamiliar with Japanese 

sexuality, anime, or manga but is a defining facet of a genre that has granted the freedom of sexual and gender 

exploration to women internationally. 
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